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Meet the Real Kamala Harris
By Steve Baldwin, former Congressman, State of California
Contributed by Franklin Motte, Moreno Valley CA
"I watched an interview with
her. She is attractive, animated and absurd. She stated that she never had children; yet was a “Mother to

her

husband’s children.”
And she “loved being a
Mother.” She said the children called her “Momela”.
Anyway, she led her audience to believe that she
mothered these kids. I
looked her up. She married
her husband when the son
was in his 3rd year of college
and the daughter was in
10th grade and they actually
lived with their biological
Mother, except for normal
visits with their father—so
much for Motherhood.
Right after hearing that, I
discovered she was
an opportunistic liar.
She is beating Pence in the
Current ratings for VP.
I do remember Kamala
Harris. I had just been elected to the State Assembly in
1994 and, at that time, the

ultimate “power broker” that
controlled every aspect of
California’s state government was the Speaker of the
House, Willie Brown. He
ran Sacramento like it was
his own personal fiefdom
and handed out jobs to loyalists and fired people who
were disloyal. He broke every ethical law in the book,
but was never held to account by anyone. He was
married, but openly had
mistresses which he showed
off by bringing them to public events.
At the time I arrived in Sacramento, Willie was seeing a
young girl who was in
her late 20’s. He was in his
60’s. She was his mistress
and he showered her with
gifts and appointed her to a
number of State government
jobs. Her name was Kamala

Harris. Willie launched
her political career because she was having
sex with him. The idea
that she is an
“independent” woman
who worked her way up
the political ladder because she worked hard
is baloney. It is common knowledge in California that Kamala slept
her way into powerful
political jobs.
And now she is running
for VP with a man who
will be unable to govern due
to his lack of mental clarity.
In essence, she will function
as the President of the United States should the Biden/
Harris ticket prevail this November. Her views on guns,
taxes, immigration, energy,
etc. are far to the left of the
average America, but you

watch the media ignore
these positions.
For example, she believes
illegal aliens are eligible to
ALL government services,
including education, welfare
benefits, health care, you
name it. In other words, she
does NOT believe there is a
difference between a citizen
and a non-citizen. That
view alone will cost us
billions of dollars if acted upon. Her view of
the constitution is frank-

Also, Read “Profiles in Corruption”
by Peter Schweizer. He dedicates an
entire chapter to Kamala Harris.

ly bizarre and dangerous and
she is willing to enact laws
restricting our 2nd Amendment rights even if such laws
violate our constitution.
She will be the most radical
person to run for VP in
American history, but you
won’t see any of this on the
news. You will soon witness
a massive campaign by the
media to deceive you about
who she is and what she believes. Don’t fall for it."

California Takes First Step
to Legalize Pedophilia!
My View By Ernie C. Salgado, Jr.,
Senate Bill-145 was introduced by
state Senator Scott Wiener (D), an
openly gay man. SB-145 will prevent gay adults who sodomize or
perform oral sex with underage
teenagers from being automatically
assigned to California's sex offender
registry.
Call it whatever you want, it is still
pedophilia. “If it walks like a duck,

SB-145 is headed to the desk of
Gov. Gavin Newsom (D), where it
will likely be signed into law.
What did the opposition say? State
Rep. Lorena Gonzalez, a Democrat, said, "I cannot in my mind as a

equated with pedophilia. Any sexual
act with a minor child is defined as
pedophilia and is a very serious
crime and should not be decriminalized.
The legislation calls for a judge to
use discretion on assigning an individual to the sex offender registry if
their victim was between the ages of
14 to 17 and the age difference between the offender and the victim is
less than 10 years.
The California Socialist Democratic
supermajority General Assembly
has passed this legislation that could
ease the criminal punishment for
LGBT adults who have sex with
underage teenagers.
SB-145 passed the California state
Senate by a 23-10 vote and passed
the Assembly by a 41-18 vote.
Wiener claims the bill "eliminates

Wiener is also responsible for legislation that lowered the criminal penalty for knowingly transmitting
HIV from a felony to a misdemeanor.
The California Socialist Democrats
appear to be following the strategies
as set out by Karl Marx to bring
about change by small increments
and without rising awareness of the
general public.
So what protections do our children
have against these pedophiles? The
people of California must be given
the opportunity vote on SB-145 that
puts minor children at more risk
from child molester. My bet is that
tt would be rejected by a 10 to 1
margin by the voters.
This insanity is beyond political or
ethnic lines and must be stopped or
we will wake up in the not so distant
future under Socialist quarantine
without any rights or freedom.
Call your State Senator and Assembly Rep. - Ask them how they voted on SB-145. If they voted for it,
ask why. Of the 92 legislators 64
voted for SB-145.

mother understand how sex between a 24-year-old and a 14-yearold could ever be consensual, how
it could ever not be a registrable
looks like a duck and quacks like offense. We should never give up
one, it’s a duck.”
on this idea that children should be
LGBT is not and should not be in no way subject to a predator."

discrimination against LGBTQ
youth in our criminal justice system."
How on earth does allowing pedophiles to prey on our children eliminate anything but their protection?

YOU NEED TO KNOW THIS AS YOUR
FREEDOM DEPENDS ON IT!
What is Agenda 21?
Who is George Soros?
Who was Saul Alinsky?
What did Bill Ayers do?
What does Cloward-Piven mean?

Friday, Sept. 25, 2020. Groundbreaking Ceremony
for the American Indian Veterans Memorial at the
Riverside National Cemetery (RNC). The ceremony
begins at 9:00 a.m.

-
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A Book Review: Murder State: California's
Native American Genocide, 1846-1873
Source: Shayne’s Journal #4758 * September 3, 2020 - By: Steven Newcomb August 10, 2012 * Steven Newcomb (Shawnee,Lenape) is the co-

founder and co-director of the Indigenous Law Institute, author of Pagans in the Promised Land: Decoding the Doctrine of Christian Discovery,
and the Indigenous and Kumeyaay Research Coordinator for the Sycuan Band of the Kumeyaay Nation.
Once in a while a book comes along
that is transformative. Murder State,
by Brendan Lindsay, is such a book.
Recently released by University of
Nebraska Press, Murder State is
heart wrenching and deeply informative.
I see it as one of the most important
works ever published on the history
of American Indians in California in
the mid-nineteenth century. It ranks
up there with David Stannard’s
1992 masterpiece American Holocaust, in the context of overall Indian history.
Lindsay uses the UN Genocide
Convention, Rafael Lemkin (who
coined the term “genocide”), and
genocide studies as key aspects of
his framework of analysis.
He has provided a meticulously detailed and comprehensive account
of the murderous treatment of the
original peoples of California by
Euro-Americans who poured onto
Indian lands during the gold rush
days.
White citizen groups utilized democratic processes as a means of committing genocide against the original
nations and peoples of California. It
was methodical, it was well-planned
and it was well-executed—with lethal
and ghastly results.
For the sake of dead cattle, sometimes killed by starving Indians, and
often for the sake of dead cattle not
killed by Indians at all, thousands of
Indians were wantonly murdered.
Vigilante groups were democratically formed, financed by local citizens,
to hunt Indians down and kill them
as if they were animals.

The lives of cattle were deemed
much more valuable than the lives
of Indians, who were considered to
be a nuisance that needed to be removed permanently, “by death or
deportation,” so the whites could
help themselves to the valuable Indian lands and resources.
It was all done in the spirit of the
Manifest Destiny, yet, ironically at
times a few U.S. Army officers tried
to defend Indian people, to no
avail.
During that time, the kidnapping
and rape of Indian women was
treated as a sport or a readily available form of entertainment for white
men who could not be punished for
such egregious conduct under white
laws.
The kidnapping of surviving Indian
children by whites was rampant.
Forced Indian labor became a way
of life to fuel the white economy.
In the chapter “Advertising Genocide,” Lindsay recounts the description of the Indian Island Massacre,
as published in Northern Californian Union in 1860, by a twenty-four
year old newspaper guest editor
named Francis Bret Harte.
Lindsay states that “Since the wom-

en and children were unarmed, the
volunteers mostly saved their ammunition, instead hacking them to
death with axes and knives.” Harte,

in their blood, their brains dashed
out and dabbed with their long grey
hair.
Infants scarce a span long, with their
faces cloven with hatchets and their
bodies ghastly with wounds.... No
resistance was made, it is said to the
butchers who did the work, but as
they ran or huddled together for
protection like sheep, they were
struck down with hatchets. Very little shooting was done, most of the
bodies having wounds about the
head.
Lindsay goes on to explain that because he “tried to demonstrate the

evil of the advance of Western civilization or national progress.”
That the history of the treatment of
Indian nations and peoples is a history of domination, dehumanization, and genocide is the inevitable
conclusion to draw after reading
Murder State.
As Peter H. Burnett, governor of
California put it in an 1852
“Address to the Legislature”:

That a war of extermination will
continue to be waged between the
two races until the Indian race becomes extinct, must be expected;
while we cannot anticipate this result
monstrosity of Euro-American ac- with but painful regret, the inevitations, Harte seemed to local people ble destiny of the race is beyond the
to be a traitor to his own race.”
power and wisdom of man to avert.
A grand jury convened to look into When the carnage was over, white
the matter ended its proceedings Euro-Americans had successfully
without concluding anything. “No reduced the Indian population of
evidence existed, the jurors claimed, California by some 90 percent.
to bring charges.”
Some scholars have brilliantly reLindsay explains that one editor of ferred to history as “a history of the
the Humboldt Times claimed that present.”
people who “lamented the massa- The genocide unleashed on the Incre” and “‘shed crocodile tears over dians of California in the nineteenth
the poor Indians’” were “fools.”
century is a key aspect of that histoIn his preface, Lindsay explains that ry of the present. One of the lessons
during his seven years of graduate we can bring away after reading Mr.
work, and as a university lecturer, “I Lindsay’s book is that genocide is
encountered many students col- the wider historical context of conleagues, and faculty unwilling to ac- temporary issues in California and
cept the argument that genocide had elsewhere, issues such as Indian nabeen committed upon Native tion sovereignty, land into trust, waAmericans in California and the ter, and the taxation of Indian naUnited States during the nineteenth tions by two institutional perpetracentury.”
tors and beneficiaries of that genoSuch people had the impression, he cide, the state of California, and the
explains, “that the tremendous loss federal government of the United
of lives was instead an unintended States.

the guest editor, explained what
happened to Wiyot people under a
doctrine of extermination:
Little children and old women were
mercilessly stabbed and their skulls
crushed with axes.... Old women
wrinkled and decrepit lay weltering consequence or even a necessary

Geronimo Surrenders, September 4, 1886
Source: Shayne’s Journal September 7, 2020 #4760

Navajo Nation Vice President, Myron
Lizer Speaks at GOP National Convention
Source: Indian Country Today By Kolby KickingWoman

In the photo above Geronimo is pictured on the far right. He was born
June 16, 1829 and died February 17, 1909. He is buried at the Apache
Indian Prisoner of War Cemetery at Fort Sill, Oklahoma
It was on September 4, 1886 that
Geronimo, the last major American Indian warrior, surrendered
after 30-years of fighting in Arizona.

escape. For the last five months of
the campaign, Geronimo led a
band of only 37 warriors, pursued
by 5,000 U.S. soldiers for five
The Apaches had largely been de- months without being captured.
feated by American troops. Their But Geronimo and his men finally
chief, Cochise, was dead, and the got tired of living in the mountains,
U.S. government forced them to and so they surrendered on this 4th
live on a barren reservation in San day of September 1886 in a place
Carlos, Arizona.
called Skeleton Canyon.
But Geronimo organized a group of
warriors to fight one last war of resistance. He fought for five years,
and many military historians believe
he was one of the most brilliant guerilla warfare strategists in history.

He was essentially a prisoner of war
for the rest of his life, but he was
allowed to travel around the country, and he made a living by selling
the buttons off his jacket and autographed photos of himself.

He started out with a group of He appeared at an exhibit at the St.
about 700 men, women, and chil- Louis World’s Fair in 1904, but he
dren. He surrendered his forces never saw Arizona again.
twice, but each time he managed to

Navajo Nation Vice
President Myron
Lizer opened Night
Two of the Republican National Convention, endorsing President Donald Trump
for the 2020 election.
Speaking in prerecorded remarks
from Shiprock, New Mexico, Lizer
ran through a list of accomplishments the president has achieved
for Indian Country in his first term.
The Navajo Nation second-incommand said it wasn’t until
Trump came into office that Indian
Country had a true seat at the table.

well as for funding to
improve public safety
and support crime victims in Native communities.
Lizer was present in
the Oval Office at the
signing of the executive
order establishing the
task force.
Lizer also applauded Trump for
reactivating the White House
Council on Native American Affairs and for his judicial appointments.

“President Trump also strengthened the Supreme Court by nominating strong conservative judges
“Our people have never been invit- like Neil Gorsuch, who supports
ed into the American dream,” Lizer Native American rights,” Lizer said.
said Tuesday. “We, for years, Being the lone Native voice thus far
fought congressional battles with at the convention, Lizer closed his
past congressmen and senators that remarks with a ringing endorsement
were part of a broken system that for the president in the upcoming
ignored us.”
election.
Lizer said Trump has made it a pri- “Thank you for the opportunity to
ority to repair the federal govern- be here tonight. I'm excited to enment's relationship with the Navajo dorse President Trump's reelection.
Nation and credited Trump with And, Mr. President, we look fordelivering the “largest financial ward to hosting you very soon.”
funding package ever to Indian
Last week, Navajo Nation President
Country” with the CARES Act.
Jonathan Nez appeared with several
Lizer praised the president for the other Democrats in a virtual keyestablishment of “Operation Lady note address at the Democratic
Justice,” a White House task force convention.
addressing missing and slain American Indians and Alaska Natives, as
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California Socialist Governor
Makes Worshiping God Illegal
My View: Ernie C. Salgado, Jr.,
California’s authoritarian
Socialist Democrat Governor, Gavin Newsom has
made holding church services essentially illegal under
his coronavirus restriction
orders.
He has continue to persecute pastors and churches
providing the framework for
other Extreme-leftist Democrat Leaders Come Against
Christians across the United
States.
In the Marxist state of California one pastor is now facing years in prison. Pastor
Che Ahn of Harvest Rock
Church in Pasadena might
soon be preaching from a
jail cell.
The city prosecutor told the
pastor and congregation that
he plans to press criminal
charges against the entire
congregation for worshipping. “All of these are violations of the law,” prosecutor
Michael Dowd wrote in a
letter.

Your compliance with these
orders is not discretionary, it
is mandatory,” Dowd wrote.
“Each day in violation is a

separate violation and carries with it a potential punishment of up to one year in
jail and a fine for each violation.”
“Any violations in the future
will subject your church,
owners, administrators, operators, staff and parishioners to the above-mentioned
criminal penalties as well as
the potential closure of your
church,” Dowd wrote .
“Your future compliance is
expected.”
The city of Pasadena also
said they will arrest the entire congregation if it comes
down to it. Will they be
forced to wear an identifying
Yellow Cross sewn on their
clothing? How will the
members of the church be
transported? Will their children be placed in protective
custody?
Democrat Newsom also demands that indoor church
services be banned, as well
and singing and reciting
prayers.
Even having Bible studies in
your own home is forbidding.

The Nations Socialist Democrat controlled states are
beginning to resemble communist China way more than
the United States of America.
Is California Governor Newson and his Socialist partners using the coronavirus
crisis as Adolf Hitler used
the Enabling Act in 1933 to
give their dictatorship the
appearance of legality?

Mat Staver, the founder of
Liberty Counsel, has taken
on legal defense of the Harvest Rock Church and plans
to fight against the California
Socialist Democrat leaders
violations of the constitutional rights of the Christians.
“Criminal activity,” Staver
said on The Todd Starnes
Radio Show. “Let that sink

Sen. Kamala Harris’s
‘Catholic Problem’

in. You can face up to one
year in prison and if you do
it again and don’t stop, another year in prison. That is
stunning that this is happening in the United States of
America.”
“The same prosecutor has
turned a blind eye to the
thousands of protests that
have paraded the streets and
caused damage in the city of
Pasadena,” he said.

assemble by the thousands
and cause millions of dollars
in damages but law abiding
citizens are not permitted to
pray?
The answer is obvious, if
you support the extremist
Socialist you are “Above the
Law” but no one wants to
“offend” anyone and be labeled a “Racist” or be physically attacked.
America or Communist ChiBut if anyone is paying atten- na? It is getting to the point
tion this scenario is being where Christians need to
played our throughout the take a stand or forever give
Socialist/Democrat state.
up their freedoms. “You
The list is endless of the might be able to padlock the
number of American citi- doors, but you can’t padlock
zens that are being charge the Gospel,” Staver said.
with criminal offences for How do you fight back? On
exercising their Constitution- November 3, 2020 the fual rights. In way of example ture of America will be deis the couple in Missouri cided. Will America remain
who were charged with felo- a free Country or will the
nies for protecting their dictatorship of the Socialist
property and lives. Another Democrats be complete.
example is the number of You can vote for freedom,
people arrested for praying law and order and getting
across the street from an back to work or allow the
abortion center .
Socialist/Democrats to transHow can any of this be le- forming American into a
gal? How can rioter, looter Communist Marxist Counand anarchist be allowed to try.

Fort Hood, Texas
Second Navajo Soldier Dies
Source: Indian Country Today

By Catholic League President, Dr. Bill Donohue
Sen. Kamala Harris’s (D -CA)
‘Catholic problem’ is exposed by
Catholic League President Bill
Donohue in an essay, insisting that
Biden’s running mate will have a hard
time winning over Catholic voters due
to her “positions on an array of moral

issues.”
As a radical supporter of abortion
rights, Harris has alienated pro-life
voters, but she has gone further still,
tainting herself “with the brush of antiCatholicism,” Dr. Donohue states.

“In 2018, she sought to stop a Trump
nominee for a seat on the federal
bench simply because he was Catholic,” Donohue notes. “In doing so, she
invoked a religious test for the bench,
a patently unconstitutional act.”
As Michael Gerson parrots in an oped in the Washington Post, Harris
posed a series of “inappropriate questions” to federal district court nominee
Brian Buescher, suggesting that “being

a member of the Knights of Columbus
— a nearly 2 million-member Catholic
social and charitable organization —
was disqualifying for the federal
bench.”
“Harris was effectively treating membership in a distinctly Catholic organization as if it were allegiance to a hate
group,” Gerson writes.
As Donohue notes, Harris’s stated
objection to the Knights of Columbus
stemmed from its unapologetic prolife position. “In short, her real target
was the Catholic Church,” he states.
Harris also “bludgeoned” pro-life ac-

er videos showing how abortion operatives harvest
and sell aborted fetal organs,”
Donohue added, insisting that there
should be no restrictions whatsoever
on abortion.

“She is so pro-abortion that in 2015,
in her capacity as California’s Attorney
General, she sought to cripple crisis
pregnancy centers with draconian regulations,” Donohue writes. “She was
sued and lost in the Supreme Court
three years later.”
Along with her rabid pro-abortion activism, Harris has also worked hard to
curb religious freedom, co-sponsoring
“The Equality Act,” which would effectively “gut Catholic hospitals,” he
adds.
Harris is also a vocal supporter of
same-sex marriage and transgender
rights, arguing that biological males
who think they are girls should be allowed to compete in sports against real
girls, he states.
While Harris’s own stepchildren attended an elite private school in Los
Angeles, she has vigorously opposed
school choice, which would give underprivileged children the same opportunity.
Curiously, Harris said last year that
she believed those who accused Biden
of sexual assault, which would lead not
only Catholics but all right thinking
people to wonder why she has chosen
to hitch her wagon to a man she believes to be a sexual predator,
Donohue quips.

tivist David Daleiden for his undercov-

Box5@AmericanIndianReporter.com
Please Send Us Your Email Address For Your Monthly
American Indian Reporter

Indian Country Today reported
on September 5, 2020 that Pvt.
Corlton L. Chee is he second
Navajo soldier to die at Fort
Hood this year. Chee of Pinehill,
New Mexico died after collapsing
on his 25th birthday during a
training exercise.
The Navajo nation provided the
first details that a second Navajo
man had died at the troubled
Fort Hood U.S. Army Base,
Texas.
Pvt. Corlton L. Chee, 25, died
September 2, 2020 after collapsing following physical training
exercises on August 28, 2020.
He was initially transported to
Carl R. Darnall Medical Center
and later transferred to Baylor
Scott and White in Temple, Texas, on August 30, 2020 where
Army officials said he died with
his family by his side.
Chee was the father of two sons,
including a newborn. He was
planning to get married and finally meet his now 3-week-old son,
Carma Johnson, his older sister,
told Stars and Stripes.
Spc. Miguel D.
Yazzie, a Navajo
citizen died at
the Fort Hood
Army Base on
July 3, 2020. No
cause of death
was listed.
The Navajo Tribal administration expressed its concern that a
cause of death wasn’t listed.
at the Fort Hood Army Base,
Texas The tribe's statement noted Yazzie served as an Air Defense Enhanced Early Warning
System operator and was previously stationed in South Korea.
The Navajo administration says

the families of both soldiers suspect foul play may have contributed to their deaths.

“We spoke with the families of
Pvt. Chee and Spc. Yazzie and
they have many concerns and
questions related to inconsistent
information and details provided
by military officials,” Navajo Nation President Jonathan Nez said.

“It is very troubling that while
they are mourning the loss of
their loved ones, they are not receiving adequate and timely factual information regarding the
time leading up to their deaths.”
The tribe released another statement, saying Navajo Nation
Speaker Seth Damon had spoken with Major General John B.
Richardson IV, commander of
the Fort Hood Army post.
“We’re shocked,” Johnson said,

“There’s so many things that
could have happened that we’ve
waited for that did not happen,
and that’s breaking our hearts
right now."
EDITORS NOTE: After 28
deaths at the base, congress plans
to investigate. Sure glad they’re
on top of it. Ernie C. Salgado Jr.,
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The George Soros Socialist America
This is Real Folks & Terrifying - Their in No Way Anyone Can Make this Insanity Up!
Law enforcement officers have
to consider if looters “needed”
the stolen merchandise before
charging them, according to
new guidance issued by leftist
lunatic Diana Becton, the firstterm Costa County District
Attorney supported by George
Soros, the far-left, anti American billionaire.
Just to show how whacked out
she is, when a couple painted over
the Marxist Black Lives Matter
(BLM) message on the street in
front of the Wakefield Taylor
Courthouse, the office of the District Attorney in Contra Costa
County, Becton, charged them with
a “hate crime.”
Stealing is fine so long as the thief
needed what he stole, but painting
over a Marxist group’s propaganda
message is a hate crime. Only in
the minds of the Socialist Democrats.
Here’s the statement where the
Contra County DA’ office charged
the couple with a “hate crime.” A
hate crime!
How insane is it that as looters are
caught stealing things while BLM
riots are taking place in the same
exact county, Costa County’s District Attorney has a completely different take on how to apply

In California, a looting charge
essentially increases the severity of a burglary or theft charge
if it occurred during a State of
Emergency
Do you see what they’re doing? A state’s primary duty is
to protect their people and
private property, especially
during a state of emergency.
Yet, these radical progressive Marxists in power are trying to give criminals a pass, and during a critical
time for a community.
So, they want cops to have to look
up a chart to see if they should arrest people who steal that will consist of them evaluating the thief’s
psychological and financial status
beforehand.
Do they not realize these types of
dopey rules will be a magnet for
theft? A riot breaks out and criminals jump for joy, because Christmas came early.
It appears that “Equal Justice”
means only if you are agree with the
Marxist ideology are you exempt
and if not you will be charged with
violations of the law as redefined by
them.
Welcome to the Soros, Biden and
Harris Socialist America.
But hey, we can always blame it on
Trump since he believers America
is the greatest Country in the world.
And all Americans are equal.
And if that’s not enough for you he
also believes in free speech, the
right own a gun, freedom of religion
and the rights of the individual as
provided for in the Constitution of
the United States of America.

Soros-funded Socialist DA’s explain
their Marxist ideology and 11-point
plan to basically destroy America’s
legal system and our freedom.

“justice.”
Rather than charging them with a
felony, this Soros-funded DA is telling police officers to consider if the
looters “needed” the stolen merchandise before arresting them.

“Did you need that those twenty
cartons of cigarettes you stole from
the convenience store?”
“Why, yes, officer, I did.”

Diana Becton a first-term District
Attorney, is one among numerous
radical district attorneys supported
by George Soros. Soros gives thousands of dollars in donations to get
progressive leftist politicians elected
in District Attorney races so that
they can radically change the legal
system from the inside by simply
changing the interpretation of the
law without any oversight or congressional approval.
The same strategies are being used
by the Soros funded judgers as well,
We saw the same thing from radical
Soros-funded St. Louis Circuit Attorney Kim Gardner, who charged
Mark and Patricia McCloskey for
defending themselves with legally
owned firearms after a BLM mob
broke through a locked gate and
stormed onto private property during a riot.
And to make matters even more
bizarre the gun Patricia was holding
during the terrorist siege on their
property was declared non-operable
by the crime lab and was proven to
have been used as a prop in a different court case. But that didn’t stop
Gardner, she order them to fix it so
that it was operable and entered it
into evidence against Mrs. McCloskey. In most places in America that

is a serious crime, its called tampering with the evidence.
Then there was Chicago’s Kim
Foxx, the State’s Attorney for Cook
County, Illinois, another Sorosfunded radical progressive who out
of the blue just dropped the Jussie
Smollett hate crime hoax case
against the actor/singer who apparently setup his own hate crime causing all kinds of racial tensions across
the country, not to mention costing
Chicago police thousands in overtime pay to solve the hoax.
According to RedState, as quickly as
Becton took over as district attorney, she carried out major changes
in the way the office was run and in
how crimes were charged and how
aggressively cases have been prosecuted. One recent change has to do
with charging people for “looting,”
which is basically stealing during a
state of emergency, you know, like a
riot?
Would it shock you to learn that
Becton is close friends with Gardner
and Foxx? This week she coauthored a Politico op-ed with
Gardner, Foxx, and two more Soros
funded DA’s explain their Marxist
ideology and 11-point plan to basically destroy America’s legal system
and our freedom.
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Shayne's Journal
Email: shayne@sprintmail.com

Tribal Economics 101
"Money, Credit and Spending"
By Shayne Del Cohen PhD

With Age of Information
now firmly entrenched in
our consciousness, we need
to reexamine our thoughts
on labor and capital which
leads to production, supply
chains, delivery of goods and
services that when combined
what may be called our
economy.
What is an economy? Dictionary definitions include
"the structure or conditions
of economic life in a country, area, or period", " thrifty
and efficient use of material
resources", "efficient and
concise use of nonmaterial
resources (such as effort,
language, or motion), "a system especially of interaction
and exchange"….
Money, generally, is the medium of exchange in the
modern world but do you
ever barter? Forinstance,
instead of paying a quarter
for a youngster to dispose of
the household garbage, do
you say or does he/she understand that he/she must
function within the household circle to survive?
Economic pundits used to
say that if a dollar turned

Shayne’s Journal is a daily blog posted by Shayne Del Cohen, PhD

over seven times within a
community before leaving,
one had a vibrant and strong
economy.
In a time some of us can still
remember, there was the
emphasis on self-help housing. Despite the feds supplying materials and construction expertise (funds which
would go off-res) , a prospective owner provided the labor and earned a "sweat equity" in the structure, thus
having direct some direct
acquisition of capital upon
sale or application for loan,
the dollars of which they
would spend in the community.
A more contemporary
memory/model to dissect
are the casinos.

Yes people got jobs and for
those that were entrepreneurial or for those whose
leadership understood real
economic development, the
thrifty ones saved some of
their (lower strata) salaries to
start small businesses that
provided goods and services
to that casino, thus beginning to put another tier in
the circulation of the dollar
coming in.
In other words a casino patron comes into the facility
and spends a dollar. Where
does it go? In most cases it
goes straight to the casino
treasury.
Management spends part of
that dollar for purchasing
goods and services that
make that operation run:

printing, toilet tissue, food,
slot machines, keno markers, accounting firms, lawyers and lobbyists, laundry….etc. Where are these
purchased? From vendors
off-reservation so that dollar
has come in and gone right
out.
Another portion of that dollar does go to staff, many
who are tribal members and
reservation residents. They
may pay their water bill and
housing costs to a tribal entity, putting some diversion
into the dispersal of that dollar, but most of it is again
spent off-res unless the community has developed commercial entities they can patronize so you have only seen
that incoming dollar turn

over two or three times before it leaves town.
The last sizable portion goes
to management as profit income. For tribes that have
management partnerships,
20 to 40 percent of that dollar goes to professional gamers who, again, are not going
to recirculate that dollar
within the local tribal community. For tribes that selfmanage their gaming operation, dispersal of profit is
either in facility reinvestment, again mostly to off-res
vendors or into financial
markets that give other entities use of their dollars for
loans, purchase of other assets, etc.
Tribes that pay "per capita"
may provide a level of local
circulation, but, again, where
does it go? Are there mechanisms to capture a third
and fourth tier?
In this case, turnover of
three times is not a charm; if
seven is the goal, four would
be a homer at this point.
Take a dollar out of your
pocket and see how many
times it reaches other hands
before leaving the res.

Oneida cyclist is first Native in Tour de France
Source: Indian Country Today
Neilson Powless of Roseville, Cali- EF Pro Cycling congratulating him
fornia, is riding with American team on his finish.
EF Pro Cycling
Powless comes from a highly sucThe first Native American to com- cessful athletic family, according to
pete in the Tour de France celebrat- the Sacramento Bee.
ed his 24th birthday in style.
His sister, Shayna Powless, is also a
Neilson Powless, Oneida, marked professional cyclist, his mother ran
the occasion last week by placing the marathon in the 1992 Olympics,
fourth in stage 4 of the grueling race. and his father was a successful triathThe Roseville, California, cyclist is lete.
riding with the American profession- “We’re just so, so excited for him,”
al team Education First Pro Cycling. Neilson’s dad, Jack Powless, told the
“Best. Birthday. EVER,” Powless newspaper. “It was a lifelong dream
said in a Sept. 3 tweet that included for him.”

Custom Made Handbags
“High Quality at Affordable Prices”
All Credit Cards Accepted

1.619.792.8517
ckayi4nfo@yahoo.com
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California:

Trump Approves Tule River-Tulare County Gaming Accord
MY VIEW: Ernie C. Salgado, Jr.,
The Tule River Tribe near the city
of Porterville in central California
moved another step closer toward
relocating its casino to a new location.
The tribe just entered into
a memorandum of understanding
and intergovernmental agreement with Tulare County. The government-to-government documents
were approved by the board of supervisors on January 7, 2020 according The Sun-Gazette.
The agreement was made possible
by the approval of the Trump administration recognizing the Tribal
sovereignty by authorizing the government-to-government documents.
Plans call for the Tule River Tribe’s
Eagle Mountain Casino to be
moved to a more accessible 40-acre
site near the Porterville Airport Industrial Park.
Moving the casino "would be in the

best interest of the tribe and not detrimental to the surrounding community," Assistant Secretary for Indian Affairs Tara Sweeney, the
Trump official who oversees
the Bureau of Indian Affairs, told
members of the National Congress
of American Indians during
the organization's 76th annual convention last October.
But Sweeney's decision isn't the end
of the story. Under the two-part determination provisions of the Indian
Gaming Regulatory Act, California
Gov. Gavin Newsom (D) must also
approve the project, which has been
in the works for more than a decade.

"I sent the secretarial determination
over to Gov. Newsom for his concurrence," Sweeney said at NCAI.
"A decision to acquire the approximately 40-acre parcel into federal
trust will be made at a later date -when Gov. Newsom concurs with
the secretarial determination,"
Sweeney added.
Newsom hasn't said whether he will
approve the two-part determination.
But the approval of the new agreements bolsters the tribe's case, given
that the county and the city of Porterville support the effort.

“The Tribe is looking forward to
the relocation of the Eagle Mountain Casino and intends to continue that are geographically better locat- gaming tribe in protecting their
its long-standing history of investing ed near larger populated areas giv- share of the current gaming market
in the local community,” Chairman ing them better access are not sup- it would appear to be the most logiNeil Peyron said in a press release. portive of the legal presidencies set
“Securing the support of the County by there actions.
through this MOU will hopefully
help fast track the approval o of our Because of their financial presents
these tribes have been successful in
project.”
halting the more isolated tribes from
In the 31-year history of IGRA, only gaining access to the lucrative gama handful of tribes have secured ap- ing market.
proval to open a casino under the
two-part determination provisions of Weather Governor Newsom will
the law. Two are in California, approve the Tule River-Tulare
where the Estom Yumeka Maidu County Gaming Accord or side with
Tribe of the Enterprise Ranche- the more finically and politically
ria just opened the Hard Rock Ho- powerful gaming tribes is still a untel & Casino Sacramento at Fire known.
Mountain last October following My guess is that he will stall from
making a decision until after the first
years of controversy and litigation.
The North Fork Rancheria of of the year and when no one is payMono Indians won the second two- ing attention and find a reason to
part determination approval. Litiga- deny the measure.
tion and controversy have kept the I pray I’m wrong for many reasons,
tribe's project from moving forward. mainly because it strengthens tribal
However, some of the gaming tribes sovereignty but given the powerful
political influence of many of the

cal decision.
Tribal leaders still don’t get it. The
Democrats do not want the tribes to
become totally self-sustained and
self-governed because without the
dependency of the tribes on the
state and federal government they
have no power over them.
What many of the tribal leader have
seemed to have missed is President
Trump policy of “...teach a man to
fish,” by removing barriers such as
prohibitive regulation that have prevented tribes from self determination through economic development.
Dependency on government along
with prohibitive policies and regulations that apply only to tribes have
prevented he tribes from economic
prosperity.

The Socialist State of California
California State University San Bernardino

Program Theme: Fostering Compassion & Resiliency
September 17 & 18, 2020

Our neighborhood small family businesses -- restaurants,
gyms, barbershops, nail salons, and workers -- are doing
everything our Socialist-Democrat Governor Newsom has
requested in the effort to slow the pandemic.
But now, Prop 15 threatens to drive up costs for small
family businesses at a time when they are already struggling just to stay afloat. The $11+ billion-a-year property
tax hike will raise rents for small businesses so high that
many won’t survive and will have to shut their doors… forever. Causing more jobs to be lost.

The Office of Outreach & Recruitment at California State University San Bernardino is proud to bring to you, the First Peoples Coyotes Rising 2.0 virtual
program (Zoom links will be sent out the week of the program after registration). We recognize students may be struggling during these trying times around
Covid-19. The purpose of this program is to help provide a much-needed sense
of community for college-level students feeling isolated in the virtual format.
This program's theme is centered on Fostering Compassion & Resiliency towards the new academic year!
We welcome you to register and attend our program. Only one registration is
needed to attend both days of the program.

RSVP
Main Office (909) 537-5188 Ext. 74491 or Cell. (909) 537.4491
roger.griffin@csusb.edu * www.csusb.edu/admissions

We need your help again!
Small family businesses did their part to fight the pandemic. Now, it’s our turn to help #SaveSmallBusiness.

YOUR HOME IS NEXT
VOTE NO on PROP 15
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“Laughter is the Best Medicine”
"America is just like an insane asylum. There is not a soul
in it will admit they are crazy." - Will Rogers, 28 April 1935
Rogers was an enrolled member of the Cherokee Nation.
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